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To Colin and Conor, my own two home-grown computer
generation.
A special thanks to James Ver Hague, Robert Keough and Luvon
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"You have noticed that everything an Indian does is in a circle, and that is
because the power of the world always works in
circles, and everything tries to be round...In the old days all
our power came to us from the sacred hoop of the nation and so long as
the hoop was unbroken the people flourished. The flowering tree was the
center of the hoop, and the circle of the four quarters nourished it. The
east gave peace and light, the south gave warmth, the west gave rain, and
the north, with its cold andmighty wind, gave strength and endurance.
This knowledge came to us from the outer world with our religion.
Everything the power of the world does is done in a circle. The sky is
round and I have heard the earth is round like a ball and so are all the
stars. The winds, in its greatest power, whirls. Birdsmake their nests in
circles, for theirs is the same religion as ours. The sun comes forth and
goes down in a circle. Themoon does the same and both are round. Even
the seasons form a great circle in their changing and always come back










This thesis project's aim is to transfer the early or beginning read
er's interest and focus from the video screen; i.e.: television or Nintendo,
to the printed text of the book through interaction with the computer by
reinforcing the narrated story with on-screen text. Much like read-along
audio tapes, the premise of this thesis is to combine pictures, words and
sound into a computerized support for a story. To create interest for the
proposed age group, the criteria used will be based on an entertaining
tale, quest, or game, rich in language and illustration, intermixed with
humor. The goal is to get the child to use imagination, creativity, and
memory by reading or having the text read aloud. Next, the
user will inter
act with the computer by re-creating the storyline on the screen and, later,
developing their own ending.
Children, at an early age, develop reading and TV-viewing habits.
The computer provides an excellent opportunity to capture a child's inter
est and direct it into the fun and adventure of reading. But how does one
achieve this when the competitor, television, is visually active, constantly
changing, and packs a lot into a short timespan, at the same time.
Unfor
tunately, it limits the expansion of the imagination. The
problem to be
faced by this project is how to capture
and retain the early reader's inter
est, by keeping the support
program visually active, changing and, at the
same time, imaginatively expansive. What vehicle will be used to convey
this challenge; a story, a game, or
combination of both? Will the written
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text give the answers, or just pose questions? Will the user interact by
pressing buttons, typing in answers and endings or have multiple choice
and/or yes and no selections? The answers to these and other questions
will be discovered during the building of this thesis project.
This project will be directed toward the pre-school to kindergarten
age level. It will include a printed storyline and an animated version. The
animation will be accomplished through the combined use of software
programs such as Photoshop 2.1, Painter 2.0 and MacroMind Director 3.1.
Illustrations will be created by traditional hand-rendering, scans, and com
puter-rendered imagery. Scanning and computer-generated images will be
produced in Photoshop and other illustrative rendering programs. Text
use, in the animated computer program, will be limited due to the reading
level of the user and the inherent lack of ease in extended reading of
screen text.
It will be assumed that the beginning reader will already have
acquired the ability to recognize the letters of the alphabet and numerals
and is able to follow simple directions. The user will be within the 4 to 6
year age group reading level and will have had some contact with video
games, television, and/or computers.
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TOOLS USED
/MKDWTIKJE.-Macintosh Hfx~32 MB of RAM/240 MB Hard Drive
-Macintosh Quadra 950-32 MB of RAM/240 MB Hard Drive
-SyQuest 44 MB External Drive
-Canon CLC 500 Flatbed scanner/printer-linear CCD array
-Canon ION RC-560 Still Video camera
-Canon FV-540 Still Video Frame Grabber
SOFTWARE: -Adobe Photoshop 2. 1
-Fractal Designer Painter 2.0
-MacroMind Director 3. 1
-SoundEdit Pro
-Canon SV Scan application
HAND -Arches Smooth 90 lb. Watercolor paper
TOOLS: -Arches Black Coverstock
-Winsor & Newton Watercolors
-Berol Prismacolor pencils
-Design Spectracolor pencils




The Weaving of the Tale
Through conducting research on how to capture the beginning read
er's attention, it was found necessary to "look for entertaining tales, rich
language, beautiful illustration, pleasing rhymes and
humor."1
The result
ing natural choice for adventure, mystery, and visual activity, and in con
junction with the 1992 occurrence of The 500th Commemoration of the
Meeting of the Two Worlds, was a Native American tale. The "invisible
inhabitants"
of ourWestern hemisphere, so in touch with their surround
ings, created through story-telling, the magical, mystical feeling and
imagery that has the ability to capture the interest and imagination of a
child. The hope and intention of directing this same child's interest into
further investigation of the history of the original dwellers of this land has
also been taken into account.
Humor comes naturally to the Native American tale-weaver, it
seems, through the use of a witty, and sometimes wry, outlook on the
nature and reason for the existence of the world and those who inhabit it.
Very often, it includes the creatures who surrounded them. Having ani
mals as the heroes of tales, with human or super-human attributes, is
found entertaining to all, but to children, in particular.
This type of tale was also selected as the basis for this thesis to
help dispel the myth, particularly developed in video games, adventure
'Judith Rovenger, "Count On
It,"
Sesame Street Parent's Guide,
June 1992, 38.
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stories and cartoons,of the helpless female. "In the West, few images of
women form part of the cultural mythos. Among Christians, the
madonna is the female prototype and she is portrayed as essentially pas
sive; her contribution is simply that of birthing. Little else is attributed to
her. This image is countered...by the witch-goddess/whore designed to
reinforce cultural beliefs about women, as well as Western adversarial
and dualistic perceptions of reality.
The tribes see women variously, but they do not question the
power of femininity. Sometimes they see women as fearful, sometimes
peaceful, sometimes omnipotent and omniscient, but they never portray
women as mindless, helpless, simple, or oppressed. The individual
woman is provided with a variety of images ofwomen from the intercon
nected supernatural, natural, and social worlds she lives in. Among the
images ofwomen...are White Buffalo Woman, who brought the religion of
the Sacred Pipe, Yellow Woman, Coyote Woman. (There is) SpiderWoman,
who brought the light, who gave (the Laquna Pueblo] weaving, medicine
and life, (the Cherokee, the art of pottery, the Hopi the Twin-War gods.)
Among the Keres, she is known as Thought Woman who created us and
who keeps us in creation even
now."2
These are but a few of the female
images who appear in Native American folklore as warriors, creators, and
saviors of their people. The Cherokee were one of three tribes who
viewed the sun as female. Acoma legends "reflect the matriarchal society
of the Western Pueblos, with a tale in which Ia'tik, the All-Mother,
2Paula Qunn Allen, "Native American Women in the Circle of
Life,'
Rethinking Columbus, September 1991, 50.
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herselfmakes the gods she wishes to believe
in."3
"Huff (1987) found a bias when he asked teachers to design educa
tional games for boys and girls. The designers created gamelike chal
lenges when they expected boys as users, and used more conversational
dialogs when they expected girls as users. When told to design for stu
dents, the designers produced boy-style games."* With this in mind, the
original aim of this project was to combine both dialog and game-like
challenge or quest. The answer to this challenge, again, proved to be the
native-born legend.
The choice of such tales are diverse and numerous. The characters
vary greatly, though certain themes reoccur from tribe to tribe, area to
area. After browsing through several anthologies, American Indian Myths
and Legends, edited by Richard Erdos and Alfonso Ortiz, was selected as
the story source. After test-reading several tales to beginning readers.
Grandmother Spider Steals the Sun won out as the favored telling, main
ly because it was
"funny!"
This is an attestment to humor as the great
capturer of a child's interest.
'Richard Erdos and Alfonso Ortiz, eds., American Indian Myths and
Legends (New York: Pantheon Books, 1984), 140
*Ben Shneiderman, Designing the User Interface: Strategies for
Effective Human-Computer Interaction (Reading, Massachusetts: Addison-
Wesley Publishing Co., 1992), 25.
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PROCESS: The Images and Text
The next step was to write the storyline, create the images and
shape them into a dummy version of a hard copy book. This was accom
plished under the tutelage of Luvon Sheppard. Thumbnails were drawn
and re-drawn. Watercolor paper (Arches smooth 90 lb.) was stretched,
watercolors and colored pencil applied and the images were under way in
the traditional hand-rendered method. (See plates A - C and E - J.)
After approval by those on the Thesis Committee of the tale and
images, the images were scanned on a Canon CLC 500 flat-bed scanner
at 100 percent image size ( 1 1 inches x 1 7 inches) with a resolution of
1 50 dots per inch. The output size was approximately 1 2 megabytes of
information for each scanned image. These were then opened in
Photoshop 2. 1 as TIFF files, on a Macintosh Quadra 950 workstation
which included a 2 1 inch color monitor. Brightness and contrast levels
were adjusted, along with the color balance. The images were cropped
and then reduced to 50 percent of their original size by changing resolu
tion to 75 DPI, which resulted in 3 MB files. These were saved to a
SyQuest cartridge and transported to a Macintosh Hfx and converted to
PICT files. The reason for conversion into PICT files was for use in
MacroMind Director 3.1, the animation software package of choice.
Approximately 20 dummy-spreads were scanned. Several images
generated on the computer were based on scanned sketches. One image
is completely digitized. (See plate D2.) An image of Conesus Lake
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was captured by the Canon ZapShot (ION RC-560) still video camera
(Plate Dl). It was then accessed by the Canon FV-540 still video frame
grabber in combination with the Canon SV scan application at a video res
olution of 640 pixels by 480 pixels, opened in Photoshop and saved as a
PICT file. The image was then brought into Painter 2.0 and
"cloned"
using
the chalk doner. Combining Painter's watercolor brushes, pastel tool and
"Just Add
Water"
brush, it was possible to create the look of a traditional
watercolor. An added extra is Painter 2.0's ability to access Photoshop fil
ters. The QE Spatter filter was applied to this computer-generated image,




put the finishing touch on The Other Side of the World.
The remaining scanned images were manipulated, retouched, and
added to through the use of Painter's and Photoshop's toolboxes. Fox was
the initial character to be
"reconstructed"
in Painter 2.0. He was pasted
into a
"New"
window which had a black
"paper"
background. Using the
frisket tool, a mask was created over the character. The image was then
"spatter"
air-brushed and, accessing the Brush-look Palette, stroked with
the sponge tool. The Color Palette was in the
"Impressionist"
mode. Fox
was finally outlined in chalk with the brush size set at 5.7 pixels. ( See
plate A.)
The thing to be kept in mind in outputting these digitized images is
that the resolution increase must be re-interpolated within the Painter 2.0
program only.They, also, can only printed from Painter 2.0. Otherwise,
posterization and digitizing will occur.
Each character in the story: Fox, Possum, Buzzard, and
Grandmother Spider, formed the basis for four separate movies; to allow
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for the addition of hierarchic branching. At present, the project is fairly
linear in construction with limited branching. The idea is based on the
branching and return format of the audio learning tapes of an ingenious
interactive
"robot,"
known as 2XL. The tapes are geared for various age
groups, ranging from 4 to 12 year olds. They are designed to branch
when buttons are pushed in response to questions, prompting and selec
tions offered by 2XL. Though topics are branched, the tape cycles back to
an original storyline. It is envisioned, as a future for this thesis project,
the capacity to branch out to higher reading levels and allow the reader to
create an alternate story-ending or storyline. For the sake of completion
within a limited span of time, at the suggestion of Bob Keough, the
branch selections were kept to simple choices, i.e.: yes/ no, and multiple
choice with a descending subtraction of previously chosen answers.
The combination of verbal narration and text was felt important in
the recognition of words by the early reader. Having the words appear one
at a time was considered, in response to inquiry by Jim Ver Hague, as way
to reinforce their recognition; but this interfered with the normal continu
ity of storytelling, making it an unnatural and awkward way of reading.
This type of presentation would probably be more effective in a program
set up in a flashcard-type format. The human thought process, itself,
operates by forming words in groups or phrases. Thus, the appearance of
text in the form of sentences and phrases was found to be the more ratio
nal and easier way of presenting text in this project and communicating
with the reading beginner. (N.B.: As a result of testing on the average
adult reader, even this form of communicating is slow. This can be reme
died by speeding up dissolves and fades in MacroMind Director, if
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an older audience is to be considered in a similar project.)
Text was generated in Photoshop 2. 1, at the suggestion of Mr. Ver
Hague, after testing software programs such as Aldus FreeHand, Adobe
Illustrator and Director, itself. The anti-aliasing capabilities of Photoshop
was, by far, the most effective in the creation of screen text. For the gen
eration of printed text, FreeHand or QuarkXPress are the preferred pro
grams; but on-screen, the
"jaggies"
or digital stair-stepping of text, when
imported into or created by MacroMind Director, are blatantly evident. To
resolve the situation in Photoshop: 1) Make sure the monitor is set in mil
lions of colors; 2) Be sure Photoshop is set in the RGB mode; 3) Import
the system palette; 4) Match the background color from the system
palette to that being used in Director; 5) Select text color from the system
palette; 6) Check the anti-alias box in the text dialog box; 7) Save the text





MacroMind Director 3. 1 was selected as the main animation pro
gram for its ability to import full color images, large assortment of anima
tion capabilities, and control of sound and palette. In addition to its
capacity to handle a large amount of cast-members and interactivity,
it
was chosen over such programs as SuperCard mainly for its speed.
Director is a highly diverse program with animation capabilities that can
be accessed by those on all levels of expertise. The Overview level auto
matically animates presentations and controls
sequence and timing of
projects. The Studio level, which was used in this project, allows the cre
ation ofmultimedia productions at a personal level of control, in conjunc
tion with the expertise of the user. Images can be created in Studio,
imported from other programs, or, as in the case of the thesis project,
both. Manipulation of images was also achieved in this manner, i.e.:
giv
ing the appearance of talking by adding
tongues or teeth and opening and
closing mouths.
Animations were brought to life by using both automatic
features and a limited amount of Lingo, the scripting
language inherent to
Director. Interaction with the user was also made possible
through Lingo.
Sound was recorded in SoundEdit Pro and
imported into the program.
Some sounds native to Director was
intermingled with recorded sound.
More than one sound can be played at a time
through the use of
Director's two sound channels. Character
voices were created by changing
the sound pitch settings of the narrator's
voice. Possum's pitch was
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raised 1.5 levels. Grandmother Spider's, 2 levels. Buzzard's pitch was low
ered .63 levels and Fox's was deepened by .5 levels. For clarity and conti
nuity in hearing, prior to raising pitches, the verbalized dialog was spoken
at a slower rate. The lowered pitches were spoken at a faster speed.
Things to note in using MacroMind Director include the use of film
loops. The speed of the animation is not necessarily any quicker than cre
ating castmembers repeatedly, especially if less then four castmembers
are used to travel some distance across the stage. It does save time in try
ing to reposition each member in its correct place. It also saves memory
and performs like a global variable.
Another notable item deals with optimizing the speed of an anima
tion. It is best to have castmember inks set at least to matte. For maxi
mum motion speed, the copy setting is most desired, though not always
aesthetically possible. Blank spots in manipulated castmembers should




One of the most fascinating and surprising outcomes of this project
was the ability of Fractal Design's Painter 2.0 to interpolate an image gen
erated on-screen at a resolution of 75 DPI to an up-graded resolution of
200 DPI. This was done by opening the original document in Painter and
a new window set at a resolution of 200 DPI. Next, with the original image
set as the clone source, it was cloned into the new window. The resulting
image size was approximately 2.25 inches by 3.25 inches in scale, about
a quarter the original measurements. The new image was enlarged, in
stages, up to 300 percent of its size. It retained its watercolor appear
ance, without pixellation, when output on the Canon CLC 500! The
brightness levels had to be readjusted and a
"surprise"
spot or two blend
ed away. The most aesthetically pleasing size was finally found to be a
275 percent enlargement. This measured approximately 6.5 inches by 9
inches. ( See plates Dl & D2.)
It must be reiterated that this interpolation can only be achieved in
the Painter 2.0 program. The images can be scanned in from Photoshop
or Painter, but can only be manipulated in Painter. After images were
recaptured from MacroMind Director, added noise was noticed which cor
rupted the quality of image output. Any manipulation done other in
Painter resulted in posterization.
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TESTING
The 1993 Kindergarten class from Horton Child Care Center of RIT
reviewed We need Light!, while being taped by WHEC-TV, Channel 10,
Rochester, NY and cable Channel 9. The class consisted of ten of the tar
get group: 5 and 6 year old girls and boys. None appeared to have prob
lems understanding the interface instructions for navigating through the
project. Kyle, a 6 year old, read along with the narration and recognized
and repeated words as they appeared on screen. The attention of the chil
dren was held successfully, including those who sat in for a second go
around. It was noted that many of the children wanted the ability to move
characters around the screen and have more action result from pushing
keyboard buttons and the mouse. The animation and sound, though,
entertained and amused the testers throughout. Buzzard's button seemed
to be the most frequently chosen because of its bright yellow color.
The response offered by a first grade teacher was the need for
adding an illustration of possum with his bald tail at the end of his story.
She also questioned how Grandmother Spider could fit the sun into her
tiny little pot; a question of logic that would more than likely be posed by
children in her first grade class.
An elementary school level teacher who attended the Graduate
Thesis show felt that the animation would keep her students interested
and entertained while the illustrations would have "a much
needed"
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calming effect on them.
The most exciting result was a phone call received from a mother
residing in Walworth, NY, who, after viewing the 20 second spot allotted
by WHEC-TV's News at noon for a story on interactive children's books by
RIT graduate students, wanted to know where she could purchase a copy
of the project. She felt it would inspire her nine year old son to pick up a
book, which he rarely does, and start reading.
The highest compliment was received at the Graduate Thesis show
from two young men, approximately 10 to 12 years in age. They felt that




The main limits for the viability of interactive books include com
puter accessibility for the user and computer compatibility. User access to
a computer is a basic limitation. The cost of computers, mainly
Macintosh, can be prohibitive to the general population. Tighter school
budgets during this decade (1990s) have slowed integration into the
classroom. In addition to initial cost, the industry is constantly in a state
of flux with newer, faster hard-drives, which have more and more memory
every 1 8 months or so. This, in itself, is a plus, especially if budget is not
a question, but very often the average buyer tends to purchase the lower
costing hardware. This means, usually, the purchase of a PC compatible,
which adds compatibility problems with Macintosh-generated programs
and projects. VGA colors systems, in general, are limited to their own 16
color palette, which wreaks havoc on Mac-generated artwork, whether
produced in a Macintosh palette of 16 colors or millions of colors. What
you see on the Macintosh screen is definitely not what you get on a PC
screen. The colors must be rearranged and changed. To convert, colors
must be indexed and posterized. The images are primitive and awkward.
Blends and gradations are virtually impossible, aesthetically. Luckily, in
1993, Macintosh introduced to the market the Performa, (their LC and LC
II renamed) priced for the general population's pocketbook, with points
of purchase like Sears and Lechmere.
Resolution versus size must be taken into account. Individual
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computer speed is another consideration. This project, in particular, is
approximately 20 megabytes. At this size, to run at optimum speed, a
large amount of random accessmemory is needed.
Cost of production and circulation are two more points which will
affect the limits on this project. CD's may be a partial solution to the
memory problem, but, at the present time, their speed is still fairly slow.
The most frustrating aspect found in the creation of this project,
was the question of what to add and what not. And of course, there is the
question of time limits. More time will needed to be spent to reach a com
pletely marketable goal. As a thesis project, though, this was successful
as a learning experience. It has opened new doors to investigate. More
interaction needs to be added to the project, i.e.: by a click on an object,
allowing it to move around. The possibilities are unlimited once Lingo
itself can be mastered.
19.
The Future
The world of interactive media is not only on the threshold, but in
reality, through the door and moving fast. The areas of children's litera
ture and elementary schools are, at present, wide open fields with a vare-
ty of contenders out to make their mark. But it is still not a battle, as yet,
to find a niche in the market.
Schools are an excellent base for the introduction of interactive
books and projects, blending fun and education together. Interactivity
makes a child feel in control of his learning process. It's exciting, but at
the same time, requires thought, logic, and problem-solving. The child
becomes an active participant as opposed to a passive observer, a situa
tion which occurs often in the regular classroom. Interactivity allows a
child to solve problems privately, without peer humiliation. The child can
work through a problem repeatedly, until theymaster it without feeling
left behind. The greatest plus for the use of interactivity, is that children
are naturally drawn to computers. Computers are seen as fun, no matter
what is on the screen. It can be readily observed at Horton Child Care
Center and elsewhere (i.e.: Geneseo Central School), that when the com
puter is on, kids make a bee-line for it.
One of the major players in the emerging interactive children's
book market is Broderbund Software, Inc. "Having produced the widely
successful Where in the World is Carmen Sandiego? series of educational
game software and a number of other graphically rich learning and
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productivity tools, the Novato, Calif-based company has cultivated the
right mix of programming, artistic, and marketing expertise to create
products that appeal to home-computer owners...Broderbund published
its initial CD-Rom title. Just Grandma andMe in February (1992.) It's the
first in a series of four animated children's stories called Living Books that
Broderbund plans to release this year."5 Just Grandma and Me, originally
byMercer Meyer, includes animation, music, and dialog. Children click on
objects to have events occur. They can also choose three languages in
which to have the story told.
Also on the market are titles published by Discis Books, including
The Tale ofPeter Rabbit by Beatrix Potter and The Tell-Tale Heart by Edgar
Allan Poe. Not only are fairy tales and children's books making a niche in
the interactive market, but also encyclopedias, geographic tours, atlases,
dictionaries, and zoological guides. Many of these are published by such
companies as New Media Schoolhouse and Grolier Electronic Publishing.
The future of interactive media, obviously, is not limited to the chil
dren's market. All areas of the general population's lives and interests will
be touched by this growing field of technology. From electronic, animated
newspapers to virtual reality-based interior decoration to 3-D medical dis
plays of parts of the human body in the doctor's office to shopping from
catalogs on CD-ROM. The future of interactivity is here.
'Daniel Todd, "New Team Turns Out CD-ROOM Books for
Kids,"
new
Media, April 1992, 22.
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Conclusion
Over a decade ago, the computer changed the world forever. It was
proved to be more than just a giant fancy calculator. In the decade that
followed, amazing advances were made at lightening speed. The comput
er has made in-roads into every aspect of life. It influences the artist as
well as the accountant. In ten more years, the possibilities of this tool
will rapidly expand and propel the productive capabilities of the World
wide society (if said society survives into the next century) beyond the
imaginable.
What cannot be forgotten, or taken lightly, during this momentous
leap ahead, is the human imagination, which is boundless, and its need
for constant stimulation. It can be set free, not by passive observation,
but by interaction of the mind with its surroundings. The imagination
must be stimulated and grown. It must not stagnate, for stagnation is
death, for the imagination and civilization. The interactivity of the comput
er is one tool to enliven and spark the imagination, particularly a child's.
"It makes information easier to remember for the 5 to 7 year old... The
motion attracts the child's attention; it helps children remember the
action of a story; it can help children of the right age learn about
process."6
But the printed word cannot be dismissed as a still powerful
6Patricia Marks Greenfield,Mind andMedia; The Effect ofTelevision,
Video Games and Computers, Harvard Press, Cambridge, Mass., 1984, 29.
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stimulant of the mind and imagination. It stretches the mind to visualize
scenes, ideas, concepts that are mere words on paper. It does not merely
serve up a convenient package. "It's easy to make the mistake today of
thinking that books and reading are old-fashioned, obsolete and out of
step in the age of technology and television. What a superficial, preposter
ous notion that is. Only a book, a magazine, or a newspaper article can
inform, inspire, or entertain in truly portable fashion without any other aid
except light to read
by."7
"Print was the first technology of mass communication. It was not,
however, the first symbolic medium of human communication. Oral lan
guage and face-to-face communication preceded it. So the first question
to ask about print is what it adds to face-to-face communication in terms
of impact on human
development."8
The answer is knowledge storage
and its effect on the thinking process, i.e.: classification, reasoning, mem
ory, and historical conversation. Print allows one to ponder an idea at
one's own leisure. To put it aside and return to it later. It allows the con
tinuation of a verbalized history through its process of storing and catego
rizing of the universal collective memory.
In comparing print to radio, television, and computers,
"
radio like
print ...presents, and therefore fosters an articulate verbal style of com
munication. Television (and the computer are) like face-to-face communi
cation in that (they) present and ... foster an audio visual
style."9







This thesis project set out to prove the viability of combining print,
oral and face-to-face communication. Young children need the face-to-
face encounter. For them it is the best and most habitual form of commu
nication. From birth, they have first fixated on their mother's face and
eyes, expanding to the world around them. They also need the time to let
their imaginations run free and wild, for their imaginations are the most
uninhibited by the preconceptions of society. One must not therefore,
transfer the focus of a child's interest from one medium to another. One
should, instead, integrate all forms ofmedia and tools available to focus
on the advancement and development of the human mind and spirit, now































Animated, animation - Simulation ofmovement by computer, achieved by
flipping through a series of stills at a particular speed.
Beginning reader - Person at the 4 to 6 year age level who is able to recog
nize the characters of the alphabet and is beginning to group these char
acters together to form and comprehend simple words.
Button - A computer-generated icon, graphic or object, assigned various
scripts to allow a user to control the pace throughout the project by
clicking on it; i.e.: pause, resume, main menu, stop, forward, go back,
and so on.
CCD Array - Charge-coupled device which allows for the capture ofmany
pixels at the same time.
Computer-generated - An image, graphic, or text created by the computer
through mathematical equations that simulate an analog or continuous
display on a video screen.
DPI - Dots per inch. Relates to pixels in an input file or line screen dots in
prepress film output.
36.
Bard-copy ' Text or image produced on paper through the printing
process.
Interactive - The process in which the user, working with the computer,
actively participates in controlling and maneuvering through a program by
making selections, answering questions, and advancing by clicking on an
icon or typing in text.
Multimedia - Technologies that extend beyond traditional audio/visual pre
sentations, by including touch screens, pointing devices, computer stor
age and manipulation in combination with compressed audio such as
CD's.
PICT - File format designed for Macintosh computer. Some is built in code
for image compression.
Posterization - process of elininating gray levels from a full tonal ranged
image, e.g.: reducing 256 levels of gray to 8 levels. This
can be done
intentionally or be caused by bugs in hardware or
software.
TIFF Files - Tagged Image File Format. The industry set standard.
User - The person who works with a computer.
User interface
- The means by which a person works with a computer;
i.e.: the keyboard, mouse, voice, or, pen and tablet.
37.
VGA - Video Graphic Access. 16-color standard for PC-computer graphics.
Video - The electronic form of image transmission.
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